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RACET sees Improved Exam Results in Senior
Secondary School Students
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Ayo Gbadebo, RACET’s Head of Operations (centre), organises the distribution of solar lanterns,
notebooks and pens to RACET students at the Mfuma Secondary School as one small step on the
path to better academic results

RACET’s mandate over the past eleven years has been to financially assist
young people with their secondary school education so they gain the
skills and potential to provide them with a route out of rural poverty.
Initially this was geared towards what the children needed in order to
attend school. However, it soon became apparent that more was
required to really make a difference for these young people and ensure
they possessed the skills necessary in the 21st century.
To this end, RACET built the Sir Brandon Gough Learning Centre which
houses a computer suite and library. It is equipped with computers and
laptops which provide an essential opportunity for rural students to
become familiar with the use of computers and gain access to a wide
range of digital learning courses.
Children are taught how to use the computers, make the best use of the
learning resources available and sit computer-based tests to assess their
progress. In addition, gifted students are offered full scholarships and
receive after-school tutoring in the sciences, all paid for by RACET, to give
them a better chance at passing their final GCSE equivalent examinations.
As a result, the number of students who pass their secondary leaving
examinations (WAEC) and university entrance examinations (JAMB) are
now at a record high.
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Mfuma: The finished toilet block containing three
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RACET wishes to heartily thank Andrew La Trobe of Sevenoaks for the donation of seven Enviro Loo
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The Enviro Loo is an ingenious design which functions without water or chemicals and captures and
treats waste through the natural processes of dehydration and evaporation. www.enviro-loo.com
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